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The effect
on vibrational
relaxation
of terms in the molecular
interaction
energy whzch are non-linear
in the vibrational
co-ordmates
is
considered.
For gases at translational
temperatures
equal to the vibrational
characteristic
temperatures
increases of up to i$ are found in the relaxation
frequency
between zero excztation
and thermal equilibrium.
The percentage
increase is approxunately
proportIona
to the vibrational
energy.
1.

Introauotion

Investigations
of the relaxation
regions
in shook waves xn carbon
dioxide
and oxygen by Johannesen
Zxenkiewicz,
Blythe and Cerrard (1962) and
Zlenklewicz
end Johannesen (19635 hme given results
which do not agree with
theoretical
predictions.
The relaxation
frequency
mz defined as
cr its equilibrium
value
(du/dt)/p(u-u)
where
(r is the vibrational
eneI-gy,
at the translational
temperature,
T, of the gas, p the density and t the
tune, should, according
to the theory of Landau ana Teller
(1936)
be a
results
show
function
of T only, and independent
of U; the experimental
that
@ depends also on a.
In oxygen for
T equal to the characteristic
temperature,
8, of the vlbratlon,
P moreases by about I$ from the
the
condition
of zero excitatxon
to the condition
r~ = c; at T = l'i'0
In carbon dioxide
the estimated value of the change
increase is about 5i@.
for the bending mode, is in the opposde sense, a decrease of about I$.
It has been suggested that the varxtlons
s.re due to a breakdown of
the Landau-Teller
theory "at large departures
from equilibrium".
Detailed
that this emphasis on
consideration
of the theory, however, indicates
the theory is based on dmpllfying
assumptions
equilrbrlum
is misconceived;
about the molecular
collu~lon
problem, but in proceeding
from molecular
collismns
to the relaxation
problem no mther
appmlqmations
are made
(except the assumption that only binary collisions
are important).
Thus the
equilibrium
condition
has no special significance
in the Landau-Teller
theory, and the variat+ons
of m at constant
T suggest a limitation
on the
vali~ty
of the theory as a whole.

replaces
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The assumptions of Landau and Teller
are that
1 only a single
non-degenerate
nomal mode of oscillation
is concerned,
II2 the transition
probabilities
can be a ccurately
calculated
by first-order
perturbation
theory,
(3) the internotion
energy is linear
in the vibrational
co-ordinates
and (4) the
vibration
1s harmonic.
Assumption (1) is valid for oxygen but not for carbon
dioxde;
(2) and (4) seem unlikely
to cause appreciable
error at the temperatures
used;
the purpose of the present paper is the investigation
of (3).
It should
be noted that even in the case of oxygen the situation
is complicated
by a
significant
excitation
of the lowest electronx
excited state, which causes some
uncertainty
in the interpretation
of the experimental
results
in terms of
vibrational
excitation.
The condition
given by Landau and Teller
for the validity
of
assumption (3) is that the amplitude
of vibration
shall be small campared with
the distance in which the molecular
interaction
energy changes appreciably.
The vlbrationsl
co-ordinate
can be taken to be the distance of one atom from its
equdibriwn
position.
We may then take the "amplitude
of vibration",
a, to be
the root-mean-square
value of this co-ordinate
in the ground state of the vibrational
mode.
Then

a=j(:)=:J(&)=E,
where M is
above choice
h = 2&i is
evaluation
in
proton mass,

. ..(I)

the effective
mass of the vibrating
of vibrational
co-ordinate),
0/2x
Planok's constant and k is
the last form given,
a
and 8 in OK.

system (with respect to the
1s the vibration
frequency,
For nwnerloal
M in units of the

The other length concerned in the criterion
for the validity
of
In the
assumption (3) cannot be defined precisely
in such an obvious way.
standard method of calculation
of the absolute values of the transItion
probabilities
(Herzfeld
and Lltovitz
(1959) Chapter VII),
an interactIon
potential
of the form H exp(-r/6)
- E is assumed, fitted
to approximate
the
Lermard-Jones
potential
3 an appropriate
value of the inter-molecular
distance,
I‘.
It seems reasonable
to take the 8 of this formula as the "&stance
in which the
Some nunerlcal
values are
molecular
interaction
energy changes appreciably".
given in Table 1.
Table
Molecule

M

01
coa

32

Na

28

16-5

e(-)
2230
959

3380

1
a(A)

(A)

&

0' 01 a3

0'184

0.0389

O-208

0'10
0' 19

0' 0159

o-199

0.08

(Values of 8 and 4 are taken from Herdeld
and Litovltz
(1959), Tables 66-I
1s based on the displacement
of the C atom as
and 66-5.
The
N for
CO2
The values of a/4 are not very small, so that an
vibratIona
cc-ordinate.)
attempt to estimate the effect
of non-lmear
ternls on the relaxation
process
1s
desirable.
2./
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2.

The Effect

of Non-Lmear

Terms

We assume that the interaction
energy,
V, between two colliding
molecules can be represented
as a power series in their vibrational
co-ordinates
and
m,
and
we
neglect
terms
of
higher
degree
than
the
third.
Thus V is
91
given by
1

1

v

= v,+

I -viqi
e

(kg:

'7

+ vs,qLcL?)

1
+ -g (vm$

+ va2cad)

3
. ..(2)

+ I ...

the
are
their
from
two

I,

constant
4 being retaIned
for dimensional
reasons.
The coeffxlents
Vr,
functions
of the relative
co-ordinates
of the oolliding
molecules and of
orientations
and the second bracket
i...]
denotes the function
obtained
the one in the first
bracket by interchanging
all the co-ordinates
of the
molecules.

Each co-crdinate
can be represented
by a matrix,
with elements given by
=
q+i,i
=
d(i+l),
qi,j
=
0
for
Ii-j1
f
0, operating
on the
qi,i+s
vector
space whose unit vectors represent
the stationary
states of the oscillator;
the powers
q', $, . . . are formed by matrix multiplication,
and products
products of the matrices
& and 435. The non-zero matrix
41' 41" are direct
elements of the various
terms in (2) are therefore:91

: (i,j;

i?l,j),

d

: (i,j;

i,j)

91% : (i,j;

i?l,

8~~3 (iAt

i+2,j),

j+l),

I

$"

: (i,j;

i+l,j)

8~~3

($3;

iz3,j),

ud

: (Lj;

itl,j)

and

(i,j;

i+l,

j*2),

. ..(3)

J

where
(i,j;
k,C)
is the matrix element coupling the state "molecule
molecule 2 in J" to the state "molecule 1 in k, molecule 2 m 4".
9A

:

(i+l,jJ

i,j)

=

(i,jt

i+i,j)

=

d(i+l)

d

: (i+l,j;

i,j)

=

(i,j;

i+l,j)

=

3a3(1+1)4(itl)

&c$

: (i+l,j;

i,J)

=

(i,j;

itl,j)

=

aa(2jtl)4(itl)

.

i in i,
In partxu1nr

. ..(3a)

3

The solution
of the wave equation of the colluion
problem by frrst-order
perturbation
theory gives the transition
probability
amplitudes
in the collulon,
for one molecule ? in a beam of unit number density of molecules 2, as a matrix
v',8',#',r;,r;),
where v,0,#
are. the magnitude and.
Si,J;k,~w'~'~i,=,;
direction
angles of the relative
velocity,
and rr,ra
denote the rotational
states of the two molecules,
all before the collision:
the ' denotes the
corresponding/

-4corresponding
for
i,j
f

For the interaction

quantities
after collision.
S.
k,4,
is given by
l,jik&

1

S
i,j;k,L

=

I

I

+-(s
4s

e 'iqli,j;k,4

'$

g
ar ii,j;k,C

energy

(2) and

+ ',,('iqa)i,j;k,8)

(Saiqzi,J;k,.3

3.

+ Sa,(~q~)i,j;k,e)

. . . (4)

+ 1 . . . I,

and
r;,
where the coefficients
Srs -.
fhOtiOns
0f
v,e,4,r,,r,,
v',e',#',r;
but independent
of i, j, k and 8 except in so far as the vibrational
energy
determines
vf as a function
of v and the rotational
change (k+e - i-j)&
energy change.
(In the solution
of the collmion
equation by the method of
distorted
waves there dll
be an additional
dependence of Srs on i, J, k and
because of the contribution
of the terms quadratic
in q to the "no transition"
There is no obvious my of estimating
matrix elements
V.
and 'k , 8-k
l,j;i,j
9 98'
Itwill
not be considered
this effect,
but no reason to think it will be large.
further
here.)
The frequency per unit volume of collisions
which result
in the
transition
i,j;
k,A can then be expressed in the form

(1
where
and

ni

and

n.
J

are the nmber

ai,j;k,8
. . . dx

denotes

- +S.Ij 6k4 )a i,j;k&

integration

of molecules

= I V'lS i,j;k,e
with

respect

. ..(5)

"i"j'

densities

to

in the states

i

and

I' a-xO',$l,v,0

and

$, and summation

over
rl, rd, ri
to the velocity
and rotational
ana I?), weighted according
state distribution,
in the gas, of molecules in states
1 and J.
(5) and (5a)
are obtained by calculating
the collision
frequency
for a psrtxular
molecule
the factor
1 - +S
in state
i and then smmlng over al.1 such molecules;
2 ij 6k&
is required
because, in this method, for the transition
(i,i;
k,k),
each collision
is counted twice.
In the above discussion
the symmetry conditions
on the wave
This vmild. lead
fun&Ion
of a system of identical
particles
have been ignored.
to -rs
in the angular distribution
of the scattered
molecules,
but will not
the correctly
symmetnzed
seriously
affect
the overall
transition
frequencies;
frequency
coefficient
for the transition
from the unordered paz of states
i,j
to the pair
k,d(k # 4) will be very nearly equal to al Jlk ~ + a.l,j;e,k'
,
,
Ths ooeffioients
distributions
rotational

ai,j;k,4

depend only on the velocity

of the molecules in states
i
distribution
in thermal equilibrium

8

and mtationsl

and J;
for a velocity
and
at temperature
T they are
functions/

j,

-5functmns
vibrational)

of

it

T only.
the principle

follows

For the condition
of complete equilibrium
(xncluding
of detailed
balancing
shows that
a.
and
I,j;k,e
%"j
Since in this state
ni is proportional
to

that

a.
l,j;k,d

= %,e;i,j

e-1 (i+j-k4)e/Tl,

and since
depends on the rotational
and velocity
distribution
a i,j;k,8
(3) must hold for any gas in which the molecules in each vibrationsl
separately
in translational
and rotational
equilibrium
at temperature
The equations
of the relaxation
the coefficients
a.
They are
l,j;k&'

process

can now be written

alone,
state are
T.
in terms of

an.
1
at

=

j E e 'ak,eJi,j
,,
d u
-atke

Equation
different
verified

(6) is obviously
correct
from i are concerned;
without
difficulty.

nk% = Ci
i

ai,j;k,e

. . . (6)

ninjlp

al.
-4
at

. ..(7)

as far as the terms with
k, 8 and j all
the correctness
of the other terms can be

The terms in V of first
and second degree in q have no non-zero
matrix elements in oommon, so, since the transition
frequency
coefficients
depend
quadraticdlly
on these matrix elements, the contribution
of non-linear
terms is
of second order in s/8, compared wxth that of the linear
terms.
The terms of
the thud degree in q gave a contribution
of the same order for transitions
corresponduy
to matrix elements which are non--ze?x in both linear
and cubic
terms;
these terms, together with the second degree terms give the whole of the
lowest order correction
to the Landau-Teller
theory.
Transitions
can be further
classified
according
to the magnitudes of
the vibrational
energy change evolved..
The coefficients
Srs of equation
(4)
decrease rapid1
as the magnitude of this change increases,
so the contribution
of terms with
gi+j-k-81
> 1 can be neglected.
Transitions
(i,j;
i+I, j-1)
will have large frequency
coefficients.
They do not affect
the rate of change
of totalvlbrational
energy directly,
but they increase the rate of sharing of
vibrationsl
energy smong the different
levels
(Herdeld
and Litovitz
(1959) p.330).
Because of this we may assume that the distributxon
of vibrational
energy among
the vibrational
levels
1.8 in equilxbrium;
this assumption is used below to
calculate
the relaxation
frequency.
The only elanents listed
in (3) which remain to be considered
are
i+l,j)
and (i,j;
i,J?l),
and, sx.nce the contribution
from the terms with
k = i to the sun in (6) vanishes identically,
only the first
of these need be
retained.
(i,~;

fourth

in

From (3a), (4) and (5a),
a/8, we have

neglecting

terms of degree

higher

than the

%+I, j;i,j/

-6= kiO(i+i)

a.lti,j;i,j

+ 3k~0(a/~)p(i+l)p

+ k~0(a/~)s(2j+l)(itl),
. ..(8)

a.
l,J;i+i

= kol(i+l)

,J

where the coefficients
k

=

(a/d)"

+ 3k~l(a/e)p(it1)p

+ k~~(a/C)a(2jtl)(itl),

k, k'

and

k"

v'I&ladx,

k'

=

are given
(E&)'

I
k"

I
=

(4~)"

I

V'(slsiP

by
v'(sb%

+ slsai)ax,
. ..(Ba)

+ Bis:,)ax.

The - denotes complex conjugate,
and kio or koi, etc., ere obtained by using
the values of v'
and S appropriate
to de-excitation
or excitation
in the
mtegranas.
It follows
from (9) that in a gas in trsns1ati0na1
and rotational
equilibrium
at temperature
T

h&l
If
the values
of dnl/dt

where

n

= Mo/kd* = k&/l&

= Cni

Finally,

=

is the total

(d@)I(Wd)

if

. ..@I

these values we substituted
for the frequency coefficients
for other
a i j.k c being put equal to zero, and the resulting
are substituteA
L (7), the result
is

Assuming en equilibrium
is a distribution
ni = noe -'l
ZA-ll
to

= P’T.

•t II,

number density
distribution
where a

where 5 1s the equilibrium
the corresponding
functicnx.

Of mOlet7iles.

of the vibrational
energy,
is a constant,
we have

and the second term on the right

the gas is xn translational

in (6),
values

and rotational

of

eqtiibrium

value of u at temperature
of k' and k", so that (IO)

(IO)

that

simpllf~es

at temperature

T, and similarly
and (11) give
au
at I

for

T,

-7au
-=
at

n(1

- e -e'T)

[la,

+;

(

(3lc.A

1 + 2)

+ k&)]

(Zo-).

. ..(12)

The term in kio grves the Landau-Teller
value;
this 1s most newly correct
in
the condition
of zero excitation,
r = 0.
(12) gives for the ratio
of G,,
the value of @ near equilibrium,
to the value at zero excitation,
Q, (correct
to
order
a'/.P)
mpo

= 1 + K+l&,
.aa 3k&

where

K =

. ..(13)

+ k;b

2-

. ..(fJa)

4'

klo

-

To estimate the ratios
Qo/ho
and
equations we approximate
the potentud
Vi, where the ors are constants.

d\/ho
without
solving
the
(2) by a form in which
This gives also
S,, = ors SI
zi there::re
by (8a)
Go/h0
The approximation
= 2~31, k&,/ho
= &.a.
can be made by assuming a potentid.
of the form V(r+qi+qa),
expanding in powers
the values of the inter-molecular
distance
r in
of 4L and qa, and replacing
the resulting
coefficients
crs by the value,
rc, of the classical
closest
distance of approach at the most favourable
velocity
for transitions.
This is
the method used for caloulatFng
kiO in the standard theory (Herzfeld
and
Litovitz
(1959)).

collision
v
=c

a%

The values

obtained

are

coi

=

av

(4"/6)

ana co8 = 3C31.
(1) aPar
For V(r)
we use the Lennard-Jones
potential
&e$r&)ia
- qr,y
.
If rc
is less than r
by even a mall
amount the effect
of the second. term is small,
is ap&otiately
182&'/61$
which gives
X equal to 728aa/lac.
rc
and
-1
varies very slowly with temperature,
being approximately
proportrone
to Tile
for large
T, so that
(P$eo - 1 is approximately
proportional
to U.
More
accurate numerxal
values are gwen in Table 2, the values of r.
being taken
from, and of rc being calculated.
from data given in, Berzf'eld and Lltovitz
(1959).
The experinental
values of VO
- 1 found by Zienkiewloz
and Johannesen (1963)
are also given.
Dr. Johannesen has also oal.cxiLated from the experimental
data
the varlatlon
of @ with
cs for oxygen at T = f3 and T = 1-P.
The
variation
is found to be quite accurately
linear,
as predicted
by the present
theory;
this indicates
that the effect
of terms in V of still
higher degree in q,
which would presumably give a non-lmear
dependence on U, is negligible.
Table

2/
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Table

T

Gas

3.

2
*$a0

- 1

rc (A)

rob)

C&C.

1

2’58

3'43

o-024

0.040

0.26

l-7

2.52

3.43

0.051

o-041

0.42

Carbon dioxide

1

3.34

4-m

0.069

0~118

-0-26

Carbon dioxide

1'7

3.26

4-00

0.150

O-120

1

2.61

3.68

0.017

o-029

1.7

2'52

3.68

0.038

0.030

Ducussion

of Results

For oxygen the calculated
values of K are of' the same sign as the
The
experimental
values,
and of the same order of magnitude but smaller.
CaloLitated values are subJeCt to great uncertainty
because of the inadequacy
of the interaction
potential,
V, assumed for the calculation
of kio/kio
and
The assumption of the form V(r+a+qa)
is likely
to overestimate
k;(o/km.
k&/kiO
because it assumes, in effect,
a favourable
orlentatlon
of both molecules
On the other hand the approxlmatlon
of taking
V31 and V~S
at the collisxon.
to underestimate
both ti'~/h~
and
as constant multiples
of Vi IS likely
since the more rapd variation
of the higher derivatives
(proportional
&/km
Thus
to r-I'
instead of FL3) is more favourable
for inducing
transitions.
with a larger value of K the effect
of non-linear
terms might possibly account
for the variation
of Q with
IS near T = 6.
It is more diffxult
to
account for the increase of K with temperature,
and this suggests that at least
a part of the vsrution
1s due to other causes such as the electronic
contmbution
to the thermal energy.
The present theory gives no explanation
of the small
negative
value of *da0 - 1 at lower temperatures.
For carbon dioxide
the calculated
and experimental
values of @$90 - '
are again of the same order of magnitude but in this case of opposite sign.
It seems unlikely
that a more exact treatment would change the sign of the
calculated
value,
so again the variation
of @ must be partly due to other causes.
This is not surprdng
m vxew of the presence of other modes of oscillation,
the experimental
values g=ven represent
an attempt to isolate
the effect
of the
one mode by assuming series excltatlon
of the others,
and complete thermal
equilibrium
for all vibratIonal
energy, but these assumptions may not be completely
Justified.
The general conclusion,
drawn from the magnitude of the calculated
effect,
1s that a complete explanation
of the variation
of Q must include the
effect
of non-linear
dependence of the interaction
energy on the vibratIona
co-ordinates,
but that this effect
does not account for the phenomenon completely
in the case of carbon dioxide,
and may not do so in the case of oqgen.
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